
Sam & Catherine

                                             ...Lucky too



        
 We are grateful to you for considering making us part of

your life and the life of your baby. We wish you good health
and peace as you move forward in considering adoption.

Whatever you may choose, we believe your baby is lucky to
have you as their mother.  

Hello!!



We love playing games! We have regular games
of Headbands and Uno with our nieces and
nephews. During a recent game of Headbands,
which is the one where you guess the picture on
your head, Grampy was given a card which said "I
AM GLASSES.” It matched the real glasses he was
wearing on his face exactly! The image had the
kids rolling on the floor with laughter. 

This is Us
We are a multi-cultural family. Catherine was born and
raised in Australia and Sam is from the US. Catherine has
brought a lot of the traditions and customs from her
country into our home. Last week, she made a plate of
"fairy bread" for our neighbor’s birthday. This is a
traditional party food from her hometown made with
sprinkles on top of white bread. Some of the kids called it
"princess toast" - but Catherine was thrilled that the the
kids also loved it!

We enjoy hosting. Last year, we held a big Friendsgiving Dinner
and Sam was in charge of the turkey. Someone accidentally
turned off the oven and three hours went by before we realized.
Fortunately, our patient guests were happy to watch football
while we waited for the turkey to cook. We didn’t end up eating
until 10pm, but it was a delicious meal and one of our most
memorable celebrations.

   



Catherine loves to fish.  Every year on her birthday we hold
a fishing derby with our friends to celebrate - the biggest
catch wins a trophy. One year, Catherine was trying so hard
to pull the fish in from the water that she actually lost her
footing and fell in the river. She was so focused on the fish
that she forgot she was standing at the edge and stepped
right off into the water. Luckily we were in a shallow part of
the river and she was able to jump right back up.

Catherine is a FANTASTIC cook and
she is always trying new recipes on
family and friends. I came home from
work one night last week and she had
made a coconut and sweet potato
chowder. The whole house smelled
amazing, and it felt like I was walking into
a restaurant. We invited our neighbors
over and they were so impressed that
they asked for the recipe.

About Catherine

Catherine is a big Disney Movie fan! She loves to play
dress up with our nieces and nephews, and even helps
them create little plays with characters like Belle, Ariel and
Princess Jasmine. There is always a lot of giggling, and no
one really keeps to the script. This past weekend, we were
visiting cousins and Catherine had all of the kids in
character for a “princess tea party”. The kids got a kick out
of seeing Catherine dressed up and enjoyed serving
everyone tea! Your child will always be supported in
creative play.  

(By Sam)



... and Sam 
Sam is devoted to serving his community. He spent five years with
the Marine Corps and is currently a Marine Reservist. Though no
longer on active duty, he recently volunteered with the Tragedy
Assistance Program for Survivors (TAPS) which provides mentorship
for children who have lost a parent while serving in the military. He
was paired with a wonderful young boy who was dealing with the
death of his father, and connected with him over a shared love of
museums and history. Engaging those in our community who need
support will always be part of his life.

He loves to run and competes with his sister to see who ran
the most miles in a week. Last year, he participated in the
NYC Marathon with 52,000 other runners. He did a great job,
finishing with a personal best time of 4 hours and 3 minutes.
I was able to see him and cheer him along the route, staging
myself at various points across the city. When the race was
over, we were both exhausted! It was one of our favorite
weekends away.

Sam is a very good fly fisherman. He spends hours
exploring rivers and streams around our home looking to
catch trout. On a recent sunny afternoon we hiked over to
one of Sam’s favorite fishing spots near our house. Rather
than catch a spotted brook trout which he had planned, Sam
pulled in a tiny sun-fish no bigger than a tree leaf. It didn’t
upset him! Fishing is as much about the experience as it is
what you catch.

(By Catherine)



Our Relationship
We met when Sam came to an event at Catherine's office,
and it was a bit of an awkward start…Australians and
Americans have different dating practices. Catherine
was very formal, and maybe a little shy, while Sam was
very calm and confident. After talking for a while, we
planned to meet up the next day at a hockey game.
Catherine was so nervous she showed up an hour before
anyone else arrived! Sam, on the other hand, had brought
his friends along and did not even realize it was a date!

Once we sorted out the jitters we realized that we
were a pretty similar pair. We are both the middle
children of three, and we both had stories of growing
up camping, spending time at the beach, and going
to church on Sundays. We both even shared the
same favorite childhood movie .... Ghostbusters!

.

When we found out that we would not be able to carry a child, we
knew adoption was the right path for expanding our family. Sam had
experience with adoption in his family, and we have several friends
who have become adoptive parents to amazing children. We've seen
how openness benefits the life of the children, and we hope to
maintain an ongoing relationship with you as your child grows.



... and meet Lucky!
We both grew up with pets, so once we were
married we quickly decided to get a dog. We heard of a
litter of puppies that were rescued by folks in the town
next to ours. When we went to see them, we found
eight very similar looking little spaniels that were all
super friendly. We thought we'd never be able to
choose, but when Sam threw a ball only Lucky went to
fetch it. She took it straight into her mouth and brought
it back to Sam with a quick little run. We joke that she
chose us, rather than us choosing her.

Lucky has a funny habit of barking at her reflection in
the mirror and she doesn’t recognize herself and gets very
confused. The first time she did it, we thought there was a
wild animal in the house! It took us a minute to figure out
what she was focused on, but we have now come to welcome
her reflection into the family. We’ve even ended up calling the
mirror version  “Jinxy” becuase it's the opposite of “Lucky."
Sometimes Lucky will get one of her toys and drop it at the
mirror to see if Jinxy will pick it up...but she never does.

Lucky is very gentle with children. She is particularly
fond of the little boy next door, Owen, who plays fetch with
her and calls her “Lu-tee.” At a recent backyard BBQ, Owen
really won her heart by sneaking her some french fries from
his plate when the adults weren’t looking.



.

Our Hobbies
We love to hike the national parks in our area.
Lucky often comes with us. On a recent day trip to

one of the local trails, we got caught in a rain storm. 
 We hid under a tree for about an hour, but then

decided to keep going until we reached the top of the
mountain. We ended up wet and very muddy, as this

photo shows, but it was still a great day and worth
the view!

We live near the water and last year we
decided to take sailing lessons. We
rented a small four-seat boat that’s called
a “Flying Scotsman” and learned how to
raise the sails, steer, and shift the boom.
The lesson also included a safety
demonstration where we threw a life
jacket into the water and then practiced
having someone hang over the side of the
boat to scoop it up as we sailed passed.
Your child will grow up experiencing time
on the water.

We are movie lovers! We make it a point to see big
blockbusters when they are released. Last week, rather than
go to the movie theatre, we ordered the latest showing on

Netflix and made homemade popcorn. The movie was Spider-
man: Far from Home, which we loved! Whether on the big

screen, or at home on the couch in our pajamas, we always
enjoy seeing a new film.



We do a lot of home improvement
projects. Catherine recently took a shower
curtain that was printed with a large picture of
a whale and turned it into a wall hanging in
our living room. It is huge! She made the
wooden frame herself with materials from the
hardware store, and we hung it above our
couch for everyone to see. Your child will
grow up in a creative home. 

...and Weekends

Weekend mornings are for homemade pancakes with
maple syrup, without fail. It is a tradition from Sam's
childhood and we love to sstart our days slowly with some
comfort food. Last weekend Sam found some fresh
blueberries on a hiking trail near our house and added
them to the pancakes. It was a great opportunity to capture
the flavors of Summer, but we have decided that plain
pancakes with real maple syrup is our favorite combination.

We are big sports fans. When Sam was little, his dad would
always take him and his brother to baseball games very early so
they could watch the teams warm up and sometimes meet the
players. We have continued this tradition by always heading to the
park before the game and before the crowds arrive. One time we
even got there early enough to go down to the field and get our
photo taken with the legendary team manager, Dusty Baker. It was
a dream come true for Sam!



If chosen, your baby will have a large and tight knit family,
with 4 grandparents, 12 aunts and uncles, and 8 cousins
(with more on the way). 

Our family is creative and your child will have some
talented and interesting cousins to play with. Cousin Zeke
has even been a student in Clown School. On a recent
outdoor hike, Zeke rode his unicycle down the trail while
Gammy and everyone else walked along behind him. Your
child will always be supported in their creative pursuit.

Our family celebrates different
cultures. Among our siblings and their
spouses there are four nationalities and
four languages spoken. One especially
fun way we embrace this diversity is to
celebrate Chuseok, which is the harvest
festival in Korea and similar to
America’s Thanksgiving tradition. This
year, we marked the day by each
bringing a plate of different fruit to
dinner, as a symbol of season.

Our Family 

We all love playing outdoor sports and games.
This weekend, everyone got together to play a game of
soccer. We made the rule that the ball needed to be
touched by at least three players before an attempt at
goal. This helped ensure the game was inclusive and
even the little kids had a turn kicking. We are not even
sure which team won but everyone had a blast!



We put a cockatoo on the top of our Christmas tree,
because it is native to Australia, and could often be found in the
trees near where Catherine grew up. One time, a friend of
Catherine’s started screaming when she saw it! She thought it
was a real bird and ran to the other side of the room. Despite
confusing some people, we love to include this unique tradition
in our Christmas celebrations.

....and Traditions
Our family celebrates when someone learns how
to read. When a child in our family is able to
successfully read their first short story, we mark the
occasion with a cake. Recently, our nephew Ricky chose
a gingerbread man for his special celebration.
Catherine's sister created the beautiful cake from
scratch and we all listened to Ricky read us the first few
pages of his new book. The traditions you have in your
life are also important to us. We look forward to adding
these celebrations to our family calendar for your child.

Catherine is proud to be an immigrant to the
United States, and we celebrate her coming to
America on the 4th of July. Last year, her
parents joined us for a big celebration where we
hung flags on our walls and we all dressed in red,
white, and blue. Sam smoked BBQ all day and
made hot dogs for the kids. We finished the night
by handing sparklers out to the kids and using
them to spell words in the night sky.



Our Home

We love our backyard and recently turned it into a splash
park! The weather was unusually hot last weekend, so we
pulled out a few yoga mats and sprinklers and made a splash
park for the children in the neighborhood. We had water
spraying up over the mats like a fountain. The kids were able to
crawl in between the streams of water and cool off. 

Our street is full of young families. From your child’s
bedroom, we can see our backyard and the yards of our two
neighbors. One has a swing-set that includes a slide, and the
other has a trampoline. Just yesterday, Catherine called out from
the window to little Maddison, who was practicing her backflips
on the trampoline. Your child will  grow up with playmates just
steps away.

The kitchen counter is the center of our home.
Normally it is where we sit and eat, or keep whoever
is cooking company. However, last week Sam angled
the TV towards a mirror so that whoever was by the
stove could still see the screen. He turned on the
Celtic's basketball game on and still managed to
make a taco dinner. 



We live within walking distance from THE BEST
pizza place in town. It was even voted number 1
by the local magazine. We were there last week
ordering our usual pepperoni and cheese when we
saw the Mayor of our town in line to pick up her
own order of takeout. We took that as further proof
that, it is indeed, the best!
 

Our neighborhood sidewalks are always full of chalk art.
One of our neighbors has worked to create a message of the
week on the sidewalk. Every Sunday, she gets the kids together
to draw a big mural on the sidewalk with sayings like “Welcome
to the first week of September”, or “Thank you Summer for a
wonderful season.”  It takes up four or five squares and we
love being surprised every week by what she has come up
with. The drawing always includes lots of animals and flowers,
and even the youngest kids are included.

We live down the street from our neighborhood
library. It has just been renovated to include a children's
reading room and a multi-media center. When Catherine
was there last Friday, a librarian was hosting a book club for
the local kids. She was reading aloud from the The Bridge to
Terabithia, which had the kids completely enthralled. Your
child will have access to a wonderful resource of books and
learning.

...and Community 



Catherine works from home. She has a job in government relations
which allows her to be flexible with her hours. Catherine also gets
Summer's off, so there is plenty of time for long road trips and family
visits.

We always go for evening walks with Lucky.
Lucky likes to choose the route herself by pulling on
the leash, and recently she has been trying to make
us take her on a new path every night. The longer
the walk, the more she likes it. Last night we were six
blocks away when we finally insisted that she follow
us back to the house.

Weekdays

Sam is a regional director at an e-commerce company. He has a
predictable schedule and is home to help cook dinner every
night. His office is close to the house and he’ll either run to
work, or run home. Sam is also the early riser in the family, and
he has coffee going before Catherine is awake.



We wish you the very best on this journey. Should you like to learn more about us,
we would be honored. It is our hope that we will have the opportunity to put your
child first in our lives, and always teach them how important, loving, and wise their

mother is to have undertaken this courageous path. We will always be
committed to openness and transparency in our relationship with you and your

child. 
 

Thank You!




